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DEAR STAKEHOLDERS:
This document identifies six key goals to guide the City of Winter Park Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA) toward
the year 2010. They are goals we can work on now.

These are truly your goals. More than 500 of you participated in the Community Vision Forum, communitywide survey,
goals-setting meeting and other activities to evaluate where we have been and where we need to be going. These
efforts represent a unique and lasting contribution to our community.

The six new goals are:

1| A NEW OR RENOVATED COMMUNITY CENTER

2| IMPLEMENTATION OF AN OVERALL STREETSCAPE PLAN

3| PRESERVATION OF THE HISTORICAL INTEGRITY OF CRA AREA NEIGHBORHOOD AND COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS

4| MORE AFFORDABLE/WORKFORCE HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES

5| OPENING OF A YOUTH RESOURCE CENTER

6| LONG-TERM FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF THE CRA AREA

The planning process for the 2007 CRA Strategic Plan has shown that the original overarching goals for the CRA area are
still worthwhile-still valuable and important enough to justify the expenditure of time and effort. It also shows that the
citizens of Winter Park are willing to try some new ideas for getting things done.

As a result of this process, we have a much clearer vision of the issues we face and the direction we should be headed.
Now, we must all be committed to achieving these goals.

Achievement of the Winter Park CRA Strategic Plan will enhance to quality of life in our community for decades to come.
If we continue working together in the spirit that has emerged from the CRA strategic planning process, we will be
successful.

Sincerely,

David C. Strong
Mayor and CRA Chair
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INTRODUCTION
The City of Winter Park Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA) is a
public agency that was created by the City Commission in June 1991
in accordance with the provisions of Florida statutes. The CRA is set
up as a sub-unit of and operates within the Winter Park city government,
and it is charged with undertaking redevelopment functions in the
specified community redevelopment district.

The CRA area is the heart of Winter Park, extending from U.S. Hwy 17-9 2
to Interlachen Avenue and from the Fairbanks and Orange avenues area
to Lee Road. It includes downtown Winter Park and Winter Park Village.
One out of eight residents of Winter Park lives in the CRA area, and half
of all businesses in Winter Park are in the CRA area (see Addendum Tab
2 for CRA area map).

The Winter Park CRA is guided by a CRA Plan. The CRA Plan is designed
to explore the critical factors that have shaped Winter Park and to identif y
opportunities to create a quality environment for residents and busin e s se s .
The CRA Plan has been the foundation for establishing and defining the
vision and mission for revitalizing the Winter Park CRA area. The CRA Plan
and the CRA Plan Amendment were adopted in August 1994 and
February 1999, respectively.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE
The purpose of the CRA Strategic Plan is to guide the City of Winter Park in
identifying priorities and opportunities within the context of the existing
CRA Plan. The objective of the Strategic Plan is to provide an assessment of
the existing plan and activities, as well as a preview of new initiatives
identified as priorities. The true success of a strategic planning process
i s not measured by the elegance of the written plan but the results that
i t produces. Our plan is designed to address issues of implementation
a n d both the plan and process will ensure the success of the
Winter Park CRA a r e a.

VISION AND MISSION
VISION
To Preserve, Unify and Enhance a Growing Community

MISSION
To preserve and improve the residential neighborhoods through activities
that empower residents, and to improve commercial areas through
activities that promote controlled economic growth.
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The Winter Park CRA strategic planning
process was designed as a participatory
process involving stakeholders within the
City of Winter Park and CRA including
but not limited to elected officials, CRA
members, CRA Advisory Board members, city
staff and the public. To follow are
the steps taken to prepare the plan:

CRA UPDATE MEETING
Official kickoff for the process was on
January 25, 2007. At this meeting staff provided a n
update on the existing plan, financial forecast,
demographic profile and overview of the Florida
statutes. The mission was to provide the
foundation from which to complete the CRA
Strategic Plan.

EXISTING PLAN
EVALUATION SURVEY
An electronic survey was designed based on
the existing CRA Plan goals and objectives.
This survey was e-mailed to the elected
officials, CRA members, CRA Advisory Board
members, staff and key community stakeholde r s .
The mission was to determine the status of the
existing plan.

COMMUNITY VISION FORUM
Every resident, property owner and business was
invited to the vision forum and asked to provide
input on their vision for the future of the CRA area.
More than 100 people attended and participated
in the vision forum session.

COMMUNITYWIDE SURVEY
The survey was designed based on the ideas from
the Community Vision Forum, comments by the
CRA Board, Advisory Board and others, and the
results from the Evaluation Survey. The survey
was mailed to all households, businesses and
property owners in the CRA area. More than 330
people responded to the survey, of which 248
were submitted via mail and 82 via the Internet.

GOAL SETTING
PLANNING MEETING
The elected officials, CRA Board members,
CRA Advisory Board members, staff and key
stakeholders were invited to participate. The
mission was to reach consensus on a few clear
and specific goals of some magnitude and
importance that can set a direction for the CRA
area through 2010. The top six goals for the
Winter Park CRA were determined at this
meeting. Through the goal-setting process,
detailed action plans for each goal were
developed.

COMMUNITY INPUT SESSION
Every resident, property owner and business was
invited to the input session. At this meeting, staff
provided an overview of the strategic planning
results (six goals) and asked participants to
comment on the draft plan.

FINAL GOAL SETTING /
PLANNING MEETING
The elected officials, CRA Board members,
CRA Advisory Board members, staff and key
stakeholders were invited to participate.
The mission was to confirm the top six goals
for the Winter Park CRA area.

CRA STRATEGIC
PLAN ADOPTION
The Strategic Plan was adopted by the CRA
Advisory Board and CRA Board in July and
August.

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
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COMMUNICATION
Develop neighborhood, business and governmental
communication networks that foster understanding
and bring about change.

HOUSING
Increase housing opportunities by diversifying
the available housing stock and providing more
opportunities for home ownership.

PROPERTY VALUE
Improve housing conditions and appearances
to achieve more stable and secure residential
neighborhood which create higher values
for owners.

BUSINESS
Create opportunities to attract new and expanding
businesses to the CRA area and support the existing
business community.

PUBLIC SAFETY
Promote public safety through police and resident
communication to reduce the crime and make the CRA’s
area a safe and desirable place to live and work.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Develop/improve social programs for recreation and
cultural enhancement for all residents, with particular
emphasis on youth, to create an environment for social
enrichment.

ECONOMIC VITALITY
Enhance the economic vitality of the resident and
business population to attract private investment
in the CRA area.

TRANSPORTATION
Improve the public infrastructure of roads, streetscapes and
parking to support the resident and business
community and utilize alternative modes of
transportation.

RESULTS
The strategic planning process validated and reinforced the existing plan. There are eight overarching
goals in the original CRA Plan:
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The predominant opinion is that each of these original eight goals is still worthwhile, still valuable
and important enough to justify the expenditure of time and effort. Based upon this finding, it is
recommended that we continue our prior commitments. The goal-setting meeting uncovered
the top six priorities. These strategic goals help us focus our attention and efforts. Each addresses
a desired outcome and is accompanied with a specific action plan for achievement.

1| A NEW OR RENOVATED COMMUNITY CENTER

2| IMPLEMENTATION OF AN OVERALL STREETSCAPE PLAN

3| PRESERVATION OF THE HISTORICAL INTEGRITY OF CRA AREA NEIGHBORHOOD
AND COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS

4| MORE AFFORDABLE/WORKFORCE HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES

5| OPENING OF A YOUTH RESOURCE CENTER

6| LONG-TERM FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF THE CRA AREA

The basic premise of a goal-setting process is that too
many goals are no goals. With limited funds, we had to
prioritize and make hard choices. This Plan charts the
course that the CRA will follow through 2010. As with all
planning documents, this Strategic Plan provides a
framework for strengthening the Winter Park CRA area. It
is not a straight jacket, and during the implementation
process we may revisit and re-evaluate aspects of the
Plan. In addition, on occasion the CRA may be asked to
defer from the top six goals. That is to be expected and
acceptable as long as the endeavor is consistent with the
existing CRA Plan and there is strong support from the
community.

The CRA Strategic Plan demands the commitment and
work of the staff, elected officials and citizens to ensure
success. Through this Plan the Winter Park CRA will have
guidelines from which to work over the next several years.
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ACTION PLAN
OVERVIEW
Based on the six goals identified, detailed action plans were
developed that include:

BASIC STEPS
The basic steps are the fundamental activities necessary to
achieve the goal. When these activities are accomplished,
either the goal has been achieved, or enough momentum
exists so that the achievement can be anticipated.

FIRST STEPS
The first steps are the initial work items required to begin
accomplishing the basic steps in the plan. They launch the
process and keep the momentum strong for achieving the
goals.

DATES
The dates are a proposed timeline for completion and give
staff and other participants deadlines to ensure completion.

IMPLEMENTERS
The implementers is the identification of the organizers,
those who will be counted on to take the necessary steps to
achieve the goal.

WORK-IN PROGRESS/NOTES
This part of the plan allows the staff to track existing work
and make notes for future work.
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NEW OR RENOVATED COMMUNITY CENTER

GOAL 1

OVERVIEW
A new or renovated community center is the
number one goal identified in the goal-setting
process. Widely recognized as an integral
component of community life, a new or
renovated community center contributes not
only to the quality of life of the residents, but
also to the environment, economic prosperity,
social development and the creation of a
community focal point. Steps to achieve this
goal include completing a master plan, funding
and building or renovating the center.
Community involvement is a critical component
in designing the new center.

A renovated or new community center is very
important to residents of the Hannibal
Square/CRA Westside, and especially to African
American/Black households within the CRA area.
And while not the most important overall priority
of everyone, households and businesses
throughout the CRA area see a renovated or
new community center as being important to
maintaining the quality of life in the CRA area.



NEW OR RENOVATED COMMUNITY CENTER ACTION PLAN

BASIC STEPS DATES FIRST STEPS DATES IMPLEMENTERS WORK IN PROGRESS/NOTES

Develop RFQ Jun 07 (1) Determine scope of services Jun 07 CRA, Planning and Parks & Rec. C o m p l e t e

(2) Budget for study Jun 07 CRA, Planning and Parks & Rec. Complete/in CRA budget

Select a Consultant Jan 08 (1) Short list / interview Aug 07 CRA, Planning and Parks & Rec.

(2) Negotiate fee Sep 07 CRA, Planning and Parks & Rec.

(3) Select consultant Jan 08 CRA, Planning and Parks & Rec.

Complete Needs Sep 08 (1) Space study Mar 08 Consultant, CRA, Planning Determine how to accommodate
Assessment / Master Plan and Parks & Rec. activities while center is under
(Final plan will call for all construction. Include pre-teens in
new construction or some process and existing service providers.
renovation and new
construction)

(2) Public input Mar 08 Consultant, CRA, Planning 2-3 sessions
and Parks & Rec.

(3) Develop Master Plan Apr 08 Consultant, CRA, Planning
and Parks & Rec.

(4) Master Plan approval Jul 08 Consultant, CRA, Planning
and Parks & Rec.

(5) Final architectural and Sep 08 Consultant, CRA, Planning May need to separate out
construction drawings and Parks & Rec. architectural and construction plans

Project Funding Sep 08 (1) Develop construction costs Mar 08 Consultant, CRA, Planning
and Parks & Rec.

(2) Develop funding plan Sep 08 Consultant, CRA, Planning Determine alternative funding sources,
and Parks & Rec. such as OCPS and YMCA, etc.

10

GOAL 1
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NEW OR RENOVATED COMMUNITY CENTER ACTION PLAN

BASIC STEPS DATES FIRST STEPS DATES IMPLEMENTERS WORK IN PROGRESS/NOTES

Construction Jan 10 (1) Project out for bid Aug 08 CRA, Planning, Public Works
and Parks & Rec.

(2) Select contractor Jan 09 CRA, Planning, Public Works
and Parks & Rec.

(3) Break ground on the Center Mar 09 CRA, Planning, Public Works
and Contractor

(4) Complete construction Jan 10 CRA, Planning, Public Works
and Contractor

Furniture, Fixtures, Feb 10 (1) Determine equipment needs Mar 09 CRA, Planning, Public Works Seek corporate donations, etc.
Equipment Acquisition and Parks & Rec.

(2) Budget for equipment Oct 09 CRA, Planning, Public Works
and Parks & Rec.

(3) Bid equipment Oct 09 CRA, Planning, Public Works
and Parks & Rec.

(4) Receive equipment Feb 10 CRA, Planning, Public Works
and Parks & Rec.

Financial Matters Oct 09 (1) Develop Operating and Oct 09 Parks & Rec.
Maintenance budget

Grand Opening Apr 10 (1) Select date Jan 10 CRA, Planning, Public Works
and Parks & Rec.

(2) Grand Opening celebration Apr 10 CRA, Planning, Public Works
and Parks & Rec.

GOAL 1
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GOAL 2
IMPLEMENTATION OF OVERALL STREETSCAPE PLAN

OVERVIEW

Implementation of an overall streetscape plan is the
number two goal identified in the goal-setting process.
An overall streetscape plan will advance economic
development opportunities for residential and
commercial development. While getting to and from
our community is critical to economic prosperity, the
ability to walk around in a pedestrian-oriented
environment is equally important. Implementation of
an overall streetscape plan would connect the various
geographic parts of the CRA area to achieve the vision
for the CRA area: preserving, unifying, and enhancing
a growing community. Steps to achieve this goal
include accelerating and completing the existing
streetscape projects, providing a comprehensive
summary of new projects, and prioritizing and funding
new projects.

In the 2007 CRA Survey, the Pennsylvania and New
England avenue streetscapes rated a 3.64 on a scale
of one to five. Of existing CRA projects, respondents
who live in the Central Business District/CRA area
Eastside, the Fairbanks/Orange avenues area, and
outside of the CRA area rate the Pennsylvania and
New England avenue streetscapes highest in
importance of 10 key CRA projects. Respondents who
own or represent a business also rate it highest.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF OVERALL STREETSCAPE ACTION PLAN
BASIC STEPS DATES FIRST STEPS DATES IMPLEMENTERS WORK IN PROGRESS/NOTES

Accelerate and Complete Aug 08 (1) Complete the Pennsylvania Oct 07 CRA, Public Works
Existing Streetscape Avenue Streetscape
Projects

(2) Complete Orange Avenue Aug 08 CRA, Public Works Special Assessment/July 15, 2007
Streetscape

(3) Accelerate existing projects Aug 08 CRA, Planning, and Public Works Fairbanks, 17-92, Lee Rd, Webster,
that are awaiting funding or Morris Blvd., New York
in the design stage

Provide a Comprehensive Aug 08 Gather and review existing Jan 08 CRA, Planning, and Public Works
Summary of Existing Plans plans to be considered as
Within the Area part of the Streetscape Plan

Network of New Jun 08 (1) Complete street surveys Jun 08 CRA, Planning, Public Works Interns from UCF and/or Rollins to assist
Streetscape Projects of all residential and commercial in street surveys
Throughout the CRA streets in CRA area to determine

issues and priorities

(2) Research, identify Jun 08 CRA, Planning, Public Works Based on ROI and feasibility
develop costs for
streetscape projects

(3) Prioritize projects based Jun 08 CRA, Planning, and Public Works Consider synergies with other City projects
on ROI and feasibility

Under ground Utilities Jun 08 (1) Create program that Jun 08 CRA, City, Electric Utilities Coordinate with Electric on their
Concurrent with Project front-ends the funding to under grounding strategy

to underground utilities
concurrent with streetscape

(2) On a case-by-case basis, Jul 07 CRA, City, Electric Utilities
fund the under grounding
of utilities with project

Create an Implementation Oct 08 (1) Research alternative Jul 08 Consultant, CRA, Planning, FDOT, County, State, Federal,
Strategy funding sources and Public Works Special Assessment

(2) Budget for projects Oct 08 Consultant, CRA, Planning, Projects will be phased
and Public Works

Notes: Design of the streetscape elements include sidewalks, under grounding of utilities, lighting, signage, screening,
street furniture and amenities, public art, landscaping, gateways and transitions, and intersection improvements.

GOAL 2
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GOAL 3
PRESERVATION OF THE HISTORICAL INTEGRITY OF CRA
NEIGHBORHOODS AND COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS

OVERVIEW

Preservation of the historical integrity of the CRA
area neighborhoods and commercial districts is the
number three goal identified in the goal-setting
process. Historic preservation is not just about saving
homes or buildings; it is about protecting
community character. Preservation creates better
communities, injecting vitality into traditional
neighborhoods and commercial corridors, and
providing alternatives to large scale development.
Steps to achieve this goal include implementing
the Partnership with the Code Enforcement
Program, establishing historic or conservation
districts and creating an educational outreach
program on property rights.

In the 2007 CRA Survey on a scale of one to five,
respondents rate preserving the balance between
residential and commercial as the number one
priority from a list of 18 priorities and historic
preservation as the fifth priority from a list of 18
priorities. Crime prevention and code enforcement
ranked in the top 10 from a list of 18 priorities.
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PRESERVATION OF THE HISTORICAL INTEGRITY OF CRA AREA
NEIGHBORHOODS AND COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS ACTION PLAN

BASIC STEPS DATES FIRST STEPS DATES IMPLEMENTERS WORK IN PROGRESS/NOTES

Conserve neighborhood Oct 08 (1) Implement code enforcement Oct 07 CRA, Building New 4 month program that requires
and commercial district partnership program public participation
character

(2) Add Heritage Center and other Westside Aug 07 CRA, Planning &
historic properties to the Downtown Winter Winter Park
P a r k Walking Tour and other similar tours Historical Museum

(3) Provide more funding for the Housing Oct 07 CRA Apply for CDBG or similar funds
Rehabilitation Program

(4) Establish historic districts for areas that Jan 08 CRA, Planning
meet qualifications

(5) Establish conservation districts for areas that Jun 08 CRA, Planning Less restrictive than historic districts
do not qualify for historic district designation

(6) Reactivate the Hannibal Square Jan 08 CRA, Planning More outreach related to
and CRA area Neighborhood Associations Neighborhood Council

(7) Create Educational Outreach Program Feb 08 CRA Assist in clearing titles, etc.
on Property Rights

(8) Market and expand Neighborhood Oct 08 CRA, Planning Program provides funding for entry way
Grant Program signage, beatification, monthly newsletter, etc.

(9) Create program to assist in bringing Oct 08 CRA, Fire, WPPD Commercial building fire code issues
historic buildings up to code

Enhance community Jan 08 (1) Police liaison assigned to West May 07 WPPD Assigned through the Community
policing efforts WInter Park residents Policing Unit

(2) Engage and educate residents on programs Jan 08 CRA and WPPD CRA Fair, Unity Heritage Festival, marketing info
that are currently available

Protect residential streets Jul 08 (1) Create parking program for the Mar 08 CRA, Public Works Meet with property owners in the area
from cut through Hannibal Square business district
traffic/parking

(2) Survey and identify streets where parking May 08 CRA, Public Works Internship opportunity /work with neighbors
and cut through traffic are issues through public meetings

(3) Create implementation and funding plan Jul 08 CRA Depending on level of issues, implementation
for items identified as issues may occur as part of the Streetscape Plan Goal

GOAL 3
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GOAL 4

MORE AFFORDABLE/WORKFORCE HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES

OVERVIEW

More affordable/workforce housing opportunities is the
number four goal identified in the goal setting process.
Providing affordable/workforce housing is one of the
largest challenges the Metro Orlando region faces. Single
family homes prices have outpaced the buying the power
of many residents. Providing decent and diverse housing
options will provide economic opportunities for our
citizens. It is believed that affordable housing ranked as
the number four goal because the CRA has a proven track
record and history of investing in affordable housing
s i n c e its inception. Steps to achieve this goal include
creating an affordable housing plan, creating programs to
a d v a n c e our affordable/workforce housing initiatives and
developing a senior housing project.

In the 2007 CRA Survey, increasing the amount of
affordable housing was rated the second highest priority in
the CRA, right after establishing a commuter rail station in
the Central Business District. For survey respondents in the
Hannibal Square Area/CRA Westside and the U.S. Hwy. 1 7 -
92 Corridor, it was selected as the first priority.
F o r respondents living in the CRA area over 10 years,
affordable housing was selected as the first priority.
F o r people who rent where they live, it was selected as the
first priority. For African American/Black households, it w a s
selected as the first priority. For households with annual
incomes of less than $35,000 per year, it was selected as the
first priority.
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MORE AFFORDABLE/WORKFORCE HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES ACTION PLAN

BASIC STEPS DATES FIRST STEPS DATES IMPLEMENTERS WORK IN PROGRESS/NOTES

Create Affordable Dec 07 Identify history of affordable Dec 07 CRA Should be included as part of the CRA
Housing Plan housing investment, revenue plan update

sources and future programs

Create Rent-to-Own Mar 08 (1) Determine potential stock of Dec 07 CRA Complete housing survey to determine amount
Program rent-to-own housing of vacant housing and conditions of housing

within the CRA area

(2) Create pilot rent-to-own Dec 07 CRA Research Programs throughout the USA, define
program target market, develop program

(3) Develop funding plan Mar 08 CRA Determine budget necessary to make the
program a success, identify funding sources and
apply for them, determine budget for Program

(4) Implement the program CRA Identify non-profit to handle program
management, enter into agreement with
non-profit to provide service

Develop Senior Mar 08 (1) Identify property Dec 07 CRA, Community Land Trust
Housing Project

(2) Develop project Mar 08 CRA, Community Land Trust

Create Down Payment/ Oct 08 (1) Research programs throughout Feb 08 CRA Teachers, public safety personnel and Assistance
Impact Fee Program the USA City employees

(2) Create down payment/ Mar 08 CRA
impact fee program

(3) Develop funding plan Jul 08 CRA Community Dev. Block Grants, SHIP

(4) Implement the program Oct 08 CRA

Create Workforce Oct 08 (1) Research other U.S. programs Feb 08 CRA
Housing Initiative (2) Create workforce housing Mar 08 CRA

(3) Develop funding plan Jul 08 CRA Community Dev. Block Grants, SHIP

(4) Implement the program Oct 08 CRA

GOAL 4
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GOAL 5

OPEN A YOUTH RESOURCE CENTER
OVERVIEW

Open a Youth Resource Center is the number five goal
identified in the goal-setting process. The youth of
today are our leaders of tomorrow. This center will
provide the necessary resources to nurture our next
generation of leaders by providing alternatives, hope
and opportunity. Steps to achieve this goal include
bringing every resource in the Metro Orlando region to
a centralized location. This center will be modeled after
the Parramore Kidz Zone. In addition, programs
identified but not currently available will be created to
nurture and cultivate our youth.

In the 2007 CRA Survey, of ten CRA projects, the
Summer Youth Employment Program and Youth and
Seniors Programs at the Community Center were
rated the two more important projects. Looking
ahead over the next five years, “more social and
recreation programs, especially for youth and
seniors,” was selected as the sixth highest priority
from among 18 ideas. For respondents from the
Hannibal Square Area/CRA area Westside, it was the
third highest rated idea.
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OPEN A YOUTH RESOURCE CENTER ACTION PLAN

BASIC STEPS DATES FIRST STEPS DATES IMPLEMENTERS WORK IN PROGRESS/NOTES

Research Existing Aug 07 (1) Identify target market-issues Aug 07 CRA, Parks & Rec. Compile demographics and research
Community and issues
Regional Resources

(2) Compile information on existing Aug 07 CRA, Parks & Rec. Determine regional resources/Clearing
services & programs house for information, education and

employment resources

(3) Identify training and technical assistance Aug 07 CRA, Parks & Rec. Modeled after the Parramore Kidz Zone
needed and determine  availability and how
to access resources

(4) Identify opportunities to partner with Aug 07 CRA, Parks & Rec. Link kids to existing programs through
existing service providers to provide programs grassroots marketing and removing barriers

Determine Space Oct 07 (1) Find temporary location for the Youth Oct 07 CRA, Parks & Rec. Temporary location in lobby of
Needed to Resource Center in the Community Center Community Center
Accommodate Center

Determine Funding Oct 07 (1) Designate an existing Community Center Aug 07 CRA, Parks & Rec.
Requirements employee to steer kids into existing programs

(2) Determine if additional staffing and/or Sep 07 CRA, Parks & Rec. Allocate a portion of a CRA staff member’s
funding is necessary for the center time

(3) Determine alternative funding sources Oct 07 CRA, Parks & Rec. The Edyth Bush Charitable Foundation,
Winter Park Heath Foundation, Community
Foundation of Central Florida

Develop Youth Programs Mar 08 (1) Design & implement a mentoring program Jan 08 CRA, Parks & Rec. If there is no existing mentoring program

(2) Design & implement youth citizenry program Feb 08 CRA, Parks & Rec. Introduce youth to local government, voting, etc.

(3) Participate in youth advisory council Mar 08 CRA, Parks & Rec. Work with Park and Rec. on existing program

Note: Currently have SYEP and PDEC, YMCA After school Program, Bridgebuilder Scholarship Program, Midnight Basketball, etc. Encourage participation from local churches.

GOAL 5
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GOAL 6

LONG-TERM FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF THE CRA AREA

OVERVIEW

The long-term financial viability of the CRA area is
the number six goal identified in the goal-setting
process. The backbone of our CRA area is the Tax
Increment Fund of which Orange County and the
city contribute into. If we are not continually
identifying and programming opportunities to grow
our fund, then we will be unable to do the remainder
of the goals listed. Steps to achieve this goal include
extending the CRA area sunset date, creating
economic investment programs and events to
nurture and cultivate our current and future
b u s i n e s s e s .

Survey respondents stated that current and future
business owners needed zoning and permitting help,
as well as additional networking events and business
referrals. In addition, the Vision Forum identified
business development and growth as a top priority.
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LONG-TERM FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF THE CRA AREA ACTION PLAN

BASIC STEPS DATES FIRST STEPS DATES IMPLEMENTERS WORK IN PROGRESS/NOTES

Extend CRA Sunset Date Feb 08 (1) Complete Strategic Plan Jul 07 CRA Met with Commissioner Segal to
discuss issues

(2) CRA adopt Strategic Plan Jul 07 CRA

(3) Update the CRA Plan 1 and 2 Dec 07 CRA

(4) CRA adopt revised CRA Plan 1 and 2 Jan 08 CRA

(5) Meet with County related to request Jan 08 CRA, County

(6) Request BCC approval of amended plan Feb 08 CRA, County
and extended sunset date

Expand CRA May 08 (1) Define expanded area Oct 07 CRA Previous work on expansion area
Area Boundary needs to be resurrected

(2) Complete study of expansion area report Feb 08 CRA

(3) CRA adopt report Mar 08 CRA

(4) Meet with County related to request Apr 08 CRA, County

(5) Request BCC approval of expanded area May 08 CRA, County

Create Programs to assist Jun 08 (1) Partner with Enterprise Florida related to Jul 07 CRA, Enterprise State programs, CRA would not have to
in redevelopment/new the State of Florida Economic Development fund unless part of a required match
development Programs

(2) Consider providing economic incentives Jan 08 CRA, City 2-year ROI required

(3) Pursue Enterprise Zone and similar Jun 08 CRA, County State program, CRA would not have
state designations to fund

GOAL 6



LONG-TERM FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF THE CRA AREA

BASIC STEPS DATES FIRST STEPS DATES IMPLEMENTERS WORK IN PROGRESS/NOTES

Create programs to Oct 08 (1) Host business start-up/ Jul 07 CRA, Chamber, NEC, Scheduled for the month of August
education, nurture business information seminars Alliance, HBIF, BBIF, etc Held every 6 months

(2) Market micro loan program Jul 07 C R A Create brochure and marketing campaign

(3) Designate a business Oct 07 CRA One- stop shop for zoning and
assistance liaison permitting questions

(4) Create business district Jan 08 CRA Matching grant program designed
event program to showcase business districts

(5) Develop FAQ on zoning Jan 08 CRA, Planning, Building
and permitting issues

(6) Create facade matching Oct 08 CRA 50/50 match/Not available for franchises
grant program

(7) Create business resource center Oct 08 C R A Central clearinghouse for information on 
starting a business and in doing business in
the City of Winter Park/Possible partnership
with Chamber

22

GOAL 6

cultivate the existing
and new businesses
in the CRA area
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HOW TO HELP
The only time that achievement comes before work is in the
dictionary. Every stakeholder needs to help achieve the goals set
forth in the Plan. Here is how:

� Commit to one or several goals you want to see achieved.

� Learn what it will take to achieve the goals you are interested
in by reading this Plan.

� Promote awareness of goals in newsletters, at meetings, and in
everyday conversation.

� S u p p o r t organizations working towards goals. Many invite
membership or opportunities for volunteer work. One of the best
ways to get something done is to find out who is already working
on it and assist them.

� Join others in special events aimed at achieving goals, such
as the Hannibal Square Annual Fundraiser and the Unity Heritage
Festival.

� Match the activities of your organization to goals. For example,
call the Winter Park Police Department to volunteer as a crime
watch coordinator for your neighborhood.

� Follow progress. Keep track by following the news, attending
public meetings and hearings, and visiting program and
construction sites.

� S h a r e information about successful efforts toward achieving
goals. Get on the agenda of your church, club or professional
association.

� Personalize goals in ways that directly benefit you or another
person. For example, become involved at the Winter Park
Community Center and be a mentor to a child in need.

� Think of new steps that can achieve goals. Then, follow through.



ADDENDUM

TAB 1| FINANCING PLAN

TAB 2| CRA MAP

TAB 3| CRA DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE

TAB 4| CRA SURVEY RESULTS
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